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What can you expect with HyperMotion Technology? New, dynamic attacking styles Control the ball more easily with new off-the-ball movement and
improved passing Smarter, reactive AI Fully connected play Every move, touch, pass and shot is now connected to everyone on the pitch New Ball
Physics One of the most-anticipated additions to FIFA has to be the “ball physics,” a term used to describe how the ball reacts to play and doesn’t
behave the same as it did in the previous versions of the game. How Ball Physics Works The ball physics are now tuned to match the strengths of the
players in FIFA 22, the new ball touch is as responsive as in real-life. Goalkeepers will be awarded a penalty kick if they are directly behind the ball. New
players to the series have made dynamic sprints more rewarding and the new “bias when being tackled” option adjusts player character animation
according to the circumstances they are in, creating more realistic collisions and better player behaviour. On-Pitch Intelligence FIFA has always had
some of the most intelligent, reactive and player-focused AI in the video game industry. This year, that intelligence has been upgraded with the addition
of “On-Pitch Intelligence”, an AI engine that captures player positioning, movement, positioning, on-pitch actions and more. Each individual player on
the pitch will now have their own individual intelligence levels. And when the ball touches them or they come into contact with other players, they will
react to this, adapting their decisions accordingly. This makes players more reactive than ever before, creating a more dynamic match. We’ve moved
the ball towards the players and given it more intelligence so that it understands the game, adapting to situation. Players will now react and adapt to
situations, and have access to information such as the position of the ball and player’s upcoming touches, in order to make smarter decisions. Unleash
your creativity with the brand-new Create-a-Player mode It takes a lot of creativity to be a star in this football world. In FUT, that creativity is harnessed
through the “Create a Player” mode. Players can make a play of their own design, including adding the ball to their foot when close to it. They can
create a
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Become the ultimate FIFA pro as you create a team of your favorite real-life players and build it as you see fit. Add new cards or Level Up existing ones
to enhance your squad as you play the way you want to play. There are over 300 real players to choose from, from iconic legends like Beckenbauer and
Zidane, to emerging superstars like Kylian Mbappe. Improve your skills with new physical items and create the ideal team with new player roles.
Coaching Academy – Develop your coaching credentials in the Coaching Academy. This refined, ground-breaking new training mode lets you evolve
from youth coach to first team manager and prepare your academy for a season in a revamped stadium-ready environment. Manage your academy, run
mini-tournaments and play against other participants in this immersive Coaching Academy training. You can also watch the preparation of your
academy’s best players and see how they get up to speed for the big game. Create-a-Club – This new mode is designed to give you the chance to create
your own club and design its kits, stadium and colours with intuitive, 3D tools. It is now more fun, easier and more rewarding than ever before, with
improved tools and a more immersive experience. Classic Football: The Ultimate Edition – Build your squad and play head-to-head, online or offline, with
more than 180 of the most renowned players and clubs in the world. Take on the role of a football manager and manage your club from the boardroom
to the pitch. Choose from 30 leagues from around the world in your quest for glory. There are more ways than ever to play, so stay true to the sport you
love, and dominate! World Tours: An Enduring Legacy – For the first time, experience real world football tours. Leave your home country and travel
across the world to experience 32 authentic tours, including 3 that will never be on a FIFA Tour before. Learn the history and culture of each country as
you get to know the country, its people, and its football. As part of this experience, you will play in 5 of the 7 FIFPro World Football Tours – one of which
will be the only FIFPro World Football Tour not to feature an official FIFA World Cup match. Training – Train in and test your skills by accessing a full suite
of realistic Pro Training modes. You can share your progress in the new Pro Training social experience through the new Pro Social Platform. You can also
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What's new in Fifa 22:

FIFA 22 introduces "HyperMotion Technology,” which uses motion capture data collected from 22 real-life players playing a complete, high-intensity football match in motion capture suits.
The data collected from player movements, tackles, aerial duels and on-ball actions is used to power FIFA 22 gameplay. 
Career Mode will now feature up to 32 clubs
Career Mode will be better integrated with FIFA Ultimate Team
Be part of the community by sharing your best and worst moments on FIFA's #TeamGameFace feature
Stricter player tracking
New and improved player free kicks, corners, and penalty kicks
New ball physics, more freedom in Artificial Intelligence, referee choices and improved ball bounce and flight
New player behaviour, such as “speedy release to run” and “hard and fast” positioning
New set pieces
Fifa 22 has a new “Share” button
Improved controls for passing and shooting
Racers and players of all skill levels can compete in new modes
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The FIFA franchise is the world’s most popular sports video game franchise, developed by EA Sports under the direction of EA Canada. Named by TIME
as one of the world’s greatest video games, FIFA is known for its immersive realism and authentic gameplay, and is one of the most played sports video
games in the world. Who is Brian Ching? Brian Ching is a retired American professional soccer player who is currently an executive consultant for FIFA.
During his playing career, Ching won the MLS Cup in 1998 and was named the Major League Soccer MVP in 2001, while also earning numerous
accolades and awards during his four-year career with the Miami Fusion. How will you impact the game? For FIFA 22, EA Sports and the worldwide team
have built on the momentum of FIFA 19 to deliver an unprecedented gameplay experience that delivers even more of what we all love about FIFA;
realism, customization, gameplay and sport. What have you learned from FIFA 19? We learned that people love to download FIFA and get involved, and
that we can do that in really fun ways. We’ve focused on providing more ways for players to actively engage with the game, and incorporate innovation
into gameplay where we can, creating an exciting experience for players to be involved with FIFA 22. What have you learned from other EA SPORTS
games? Building on the strength of our flagship football titles, we’re taking FIFA into new and growing markets. FIFA is a great game, but football,
especially in North America, is only part of the story when it comes to the way we play, socialize and connect with each other. That’s what we learned
when we launched the most successful FIFA esports competition in the world, and we’re learning even more as we work with our partners and fans to
further take this element of FIFA to new heights. What challenges did you face? We faced a lot of challenges when developing FIFA, not just to satisfy
players, but to also expand our userbase. We wanted to create the best version of FIFA ever. What are some of the major gameplay advancements of
FIFA 22? The final step in the evolution of the FIFA franchise has come with a focus on player individuality, the diversity of online experiences and social
play, all presented with the new physics engine that raises the bar for immersive player likeness, expression, animation, and movement across every
game mode
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System Requirements:

Supported NVIDIA graphic cards: NVIDIA GTX 750 or higher NVIDIA GTX 760 or higher NVIDIA GTX 960 or higher NVIDIA GTX 970 or higher NVIDIA GTX
980 or higher NVIDIA GTX 980 Ti or higher Supported Intel graphic cards: Intel i5 6100, i5 6200 or higher Intel i5 7300 or higher Intel i5 8400 or higher
Intel i7 2600K, i7 2700K or higher Intel i7 4600 or higher Intel i7 7
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